Introduction
Let H be the hamiltonian of N electrons in the field of a nucleus of charge Z, i. e., [10] , Bach [1] ; lower bound: Siedentop and Weikard [9] , Bach [1] based on a work of Hughes [3] , [4] ) that for fixed or negative degree ofionization ^= 1 -N/Z-an assumption that we make throughout the whole paper without further mentioning-the following holds:
THEOREM 1:
EQ(Z, N)=ETF(I, N^Z^+^+^Z 47^4 ) 8 -where EQ(Z, N)=infa(H) and E^p(Z, N) is the corresponding Thomas-Fermi energy.
The upper bound is obtained by a variational calculation using eigenfunctions of the operator (2) H^-^^- 
-\i being the Thomas-Fermi potential of the atom, i.e., the solution of
under the condition p==min{Z, N}, and ( ) denotes the restriction of the operator under consideration onto its negative spectral subspace. Again one distinguishes large and small angular momenta. For small / one may drop PTF^ 1/1-1 m (5) to obtain a bound which can be evaluated explicitly. However, the channels for large / were treated by a cumbersome WKB analysis (Hughes [3] , [4] , Siedentop and Weikard [9] ).
The purpose of the present paper is to give a simpler proof of the lower bound using Macke orbitals requiring almost only known properties from the upper bound. We remark that {(p^ JweZ} is an orthonormal basis on L 2^"^, if pi is positive almost everywhere. Moreover the Macke orbitals yield a phase space localization through their « densities » pi and their « momenta » nk^ ".
The strategy of our proof is somewhat reminiscent to those of Berezin [2] and Lieb [5] who got upper and lower bounds using coherent states. Our idea is as follows. We break the one-particle operators Hi into a sum of operators H^ " operating on almost orthogonal two-dimensional subspaces each of which has at most one bound state. The sum of the corresponding eigenvalues turns out to be the energy in the angular momentum channel / up to tolerable errors. This is the content of Section 2. The proof of the Scott type lower bound is basically the collection of the various pieces and an optimization of the various error bounds which is done in Section 3. The appendix is a collection of useful estimates most of which are transcriptions from [10] and [1] . 217 
Phase space localization by Macke orbitals
Now we introduce the Macke orbitals (p^ " of (3) explicitly by defining the radial densities p;. Let (6) Lz ( 
The / and Z dependent numbers a 2 and P 2 ensure continuity of pi at x^=r^^-r T^/ 2 /Z) and jc^^-SZ"^3 where T and S are suitable positive constants and r^ and r^ are the boundary points of the support of (Lz(r) 2 -P^)+. Remark that x^<x^ for Z large enough by (27). Furthermore let ^ = N^ (2 /+ 1)) and ^ " = 2 ^. Now let V^ be the potential generated by the Fermi-Hellmann equations and the given radial densities p^, i.e.,
where o^ = n 2 /q 2 (2 /+ I) 2 and let
in L 2^, oo) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The next lemma shows that the quantum mechanical problem involving V^ does not lower the sum of the negative eigenvalues -up to our required accuracy -for high enough angular momenta. Moreover angular momentum channels near to k may be omitted completely. where we used (24) and Lz(r)^P^2. We cut the last integral into two pieces, namely r^ to the RZ"^3, where Lz has its maximum, and RZ~1 13 to r^. Since fe-L^OCZ 8 ) the point ^ is to the left of the smallest point of inflexion of Lz with a distance of order Z~1 13 . Thus L^ is negative on (/i, r^) and may be estimated from above and below by-Const. Z. By expansion we have^(^(
with suitable points r\ r"e(r^ r^). Thus we have
and therefore by a change of variables where N^ ^ ^(2/+1)^ using the fact that we treat an (effective) one-particlê =o operator. This total kinetic energy, however, can be bounded by a Lieb-Simon type argument by Const. Z 7^ (Lieb and Simon [6] , Theorem III. 2). The first factor on the right hand side of (11) is therefore 0(Z 1 ' 9 ) . The integrals over the two intervals of the second factor of the right hand side of (11) can be estimated by f r'
if e> 1/8 and Z sufficiently large. Thus, by definition of V,,
Now for n such that Y(_ ": = 112 n | -/-B(/A) | ^ 4 the estimate by (15), (30), and (34).
•Yl, n<4-since we have only finitely many summands and by (30), (32) and (34).
The main terms of (16) and (17) yield Summation over / using (31) yields the desired result.
•
The following theorem is a basic fact of our microlocalization. where H^ " is given by (13). The claim follows now from the fact that \ " is the only negative eigenvalue of H^ ". •
Application to the Scott problem
By the above arguments we are now in a position to bound the hamiltonian (1) 
